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Electronic
checkbook
balancing
EC -430. It's a snap to

keep accurate records of your checking/charge
accounts with this calculator. Just enter the
bank and charge account transactions as they
occur. Case holds register, checks, pen, credit
cards. Dual powered*. 65-570 15.99
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Metric
conversion
EC -352. Just press
a couple of keys to
change a metric

measurement to U.S. units or
vice versa. 20 built-in functions
to convert weight, volume, dis-
tance and temperature. Big,
easy -to -read display. Sign -
change key, 3 -key memory. Dual
powered! 65-828t 15.99
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New Touch -screen calc
EC -214. There's just the LCD display and
case -no mechanical buttons or switches to
deal with. The display alternates between
calculator and clock modes at the touch of a
button. Stores tax and tip rates in a special
memory. 65-572 24.99

Business
calculator
EC -5001. Built-in
formulas for cash
flow, interest rates,

amortization tables, investments,
margin and more. Single and
paired -variable statistics. Last -
digit correction. Manual includes
step-by-step instructions and
many real -life sample problems.
65-874t 34.99

Computer keyboard calculator
EC -435. Now you don't have to leave an ap-
plication in order to perform calculations. Fits
atop your keyboard where it's always handy.
Three -key memory. Square root, sign -change,
percent and memory keys. 65-826 5 99

Avail.
Nov. 30,
1995

New Calculator
with voice memo

EC -216. Full -function calculator with voice
memo lets you record a 20 -second message
and play it back with the touch of a button.
Built-in microphone and speaker. Has 3 -key
memory and percentage key. 65-574.. 29.99

New Sales tax
calculator
EC -215. Really handy to
have along when you go

shopping. Adds the sales tax to a
purchase price at the press of a but-
ton. Also great for figuring the tip
when eating out. Three -key mem-
ory. Percentage key. Dual powered*.
65-573t 14.99

Credit-card size calculator
EC -452. Full -function calculator slips easily
into wallet or purse with your credit cards -a
mere 33/8 x 21/8 x 1/8". Touch -sensitive keys
are protected from dirt and humidity by a
"film -face". Solar powered. 65-894t.... 7.99

Pocket calculators
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New Folding
dual -power

EC -453. Protective case folds to
just 23/4 x 47/8 x 5/8". Opens to full-
size keyboard and display. Dual
powered! 65-920 14.99
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EC -456. Super large
digits, protective folding case. Three -
key memory. Square root, markup,
percentage functions. Dual pow-
ered*. 65-898t 9 99

New Giant

Jumbo digits
display time
and date
EC -448. Handy 3 -

in -1 combination gives you the
time and date in a fun -to -use
calculator with a giant -digit dis-
play. Delta doubles as markup
key. Has sign -change, square
root and percent keys. Dual pow-
ered! 65-892t 12.99

A must for
time billing!
EC -341. Built-in timer
keeps track of time on a
task. Calculate time -log by
entering hours and minutes
the way you write them;
calculator functions do the
rest! Decimal/hexadecimal

system. Was $24.99 in '95 Catalog.
65-827t New Low Price! 19.99

Folding
style
EC -433. Opens

to provide a big, roomy <eyboard
for fast and easy operation.
Markup. Dual powered*.
65-916 13.99

Pocket-size
desktop calc
EC -438. Display an-

gled forward for your viewing
comfort. Markup and sign -
change functions. Rubber keys.
Dual powered*. 65-566 . 8.99

Folding
soft -case
EC -211. Busi-

ness card size when it's closed.
Opens to a full-sized LCD display
and keyboard. Markup. Dual
powered! 65-567 10.99

Compact size
with big digits
EC -427. Large, easy -
to -read digits. Has

three -key memory, square root
and percent keys. Auto -shutoff.
Dual powered* 65-895t . 7.99
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EC -447. Adjusta-
tilt- display with big LCD digits
for the ultimate in viewing com-
fort. Markup function. Dual
powered*. 65-891t 11.99
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to buy! Three -key memory. Per-
centage, square root and sign -
change keys. A great value!
65-597t 5 99
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"Dual powered -calculator operates on solar power, automatically switches to battery in dim light / t Comes with billfold case.


